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In a new Libertyville business, hair dressers are treated like entrepreneurs. 

This spring, House of Salons offers a way for hair dressers and others in the beauty industry to run their 
own business in a way that might more manageable than setting up shop on their own. 

ñTheir success is my success,ò said owner Frank Bennardo of St. Charles. 

Bennardo provides the space to rent out and the basic amenities and services while the stylist provides 
the tools and products. 

Libertyville is House of Salonsô first Lake County location, but another is planned and locations in other 
area towns are also in the works. 

Three locations are up and running in Geneva, in Kane County, the earliest having opened in 1999. 
Bennardo, a commercial landscape contractor, said he got the idea for the business from the stylist who 
cuts his hair. 

ñI would be listening to her talk about the owners, the commission they pay them,ò he said. ñFifty-five 
percent goes to the owners usually.ò 

A newspaper ad announcing his first location led to all suites renting out within the day, Bennardo said. 
He knew then that he had a winning formula on his hands. 

Bennardo claims that the hairdressers who work in his salon suites make, on average, $1,900 more per 
month than they would at a traditional salon. He chalks it up to the fact that they keep all their earnings 
from clients as well as 100 percent of proceeds from any products they sell. He said salons typically pay 
only a 10 percent commission on those sales. 

ñSome of my girls in Geneva pay the rent on just the product they sell,ò Bennardo said. 



 

In addition to offering space, Bennardo said he is available to help his tenants with other aspects of 
running a business such as writing a business plan, getting professional business cards and promotional 
materials printed, setting up a website and more. 

ñI donôt just sign a paper and wash my hands of them,ò he said. 

Though he enjoys helping others be their own boss, Bennardo said his favorite aspect of the salon suites 
business is designing the salons. 

He said he has particularly enjoyed prepping the Libertyville location, because itôs a step above the others 
with its eight foot sliding doors to the suites, marble, mosaic tile, crystal chandeliers, imported Italian sinks 
in the bathroom and more. 

ñThese girlsô clients are paying a lot of money,ò he said. ñTheyôd better walk into a nice place.ò 

Confident in his business, Bennardo said the sole challenge is getting prospective tenants who might be 
unfamiliar with the concept to consider it. 

He already has three of the eight suites in Libertyville rented out and expects to fill the others within a few 
months. 

The approximately 2,000-square-foot space Bennardo is occupying in the Grand Place shopping plaza 
has been sitting vacant since the center was finished in 2005, said Heather Rowe, Libertyvilleôs economic 
development coordinator. 

ñThe business should really add to the vitality of the center,ò Rowe said. 

Bennardo meanwhile is hoping that area stylists will see the benefits of making their own hours and not 
being accountable to anyone other than themselves. Itôs an equation that has certainly worked for him, he 
added. 

ñIôve always chased my dreams,ò said Bennardo. ñYou have to have motivation and drive and then you 
can succeed in anything.ò 

 


